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Company Proposition
BULLIONBLOCK LTD is a pre-revenue stage blockchain fintech startup company
looking for additional experienced banking and IPO investor opportunities.
The BullionBlock Ecosystem is a personal and business decentralized blockchain
digital payment platform, operating a specifically designed and purpose-built
digital Wallet and global utility settlement token system.
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Innovative & Disruptive Short
Time-To-Market Product
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Robust Business Model with
High Revenue Generation
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6x Higher Customer Conversion
Forecast from Actionable DataDriven Content Marketing Strategy
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High Valuation and ROI along
with a Low Tax Rate MultiJurisdictional Structure
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High Future Blockchain
Market Growth Forecasts
and Huge Opportunities in
Remittance and Digital
Mobile Payments Markets

Regulatory Compliant Digital Payment Gateway &
Utility Settlement System – Enabling Financial Freedom

Executive Summary
BullionBlock is a cross-border payment and settlement system of transactions on-chain, making the current banking
constraints and costs unnecessary and avoidable. The company is incorporated in Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, the
UK and USA , with further incorporations planned in other jurisdictions.
BullionBlock protects the currency value of money from the broken-down debt-driven global monetary system.

The BullionBlock Wallet App is a simple and secure decentralized solution that improves efficiency in the way people
manage money, buy, sell and pay bills.
The BullionBlock Wallet equips you to control your money, protect your privacy and save you money by reducing your
fees. The blockchain powered BullionBlock multi-currency platform facilitates seamless financial transactions without
undue financial influence by cutting out the mediators.
BullionBlock aims to provide a world-first wealth-preservation Wallet payment platform, that protects fiat currency
against inflation and the volatile financial system with gold and silver bullion backing for a 0.075% daily fee of the
Wallet account balance.
Regardless of political instability, and how volatile crypto or fiat markets become, the value of your currency remains
stable.
The traditional banking protocols are bypassed which further reduces costs with no currency exchange fees.
The BullionBlock payment engine and utility settlement token is distributed by decentralized blockchain technology,
which cannot be abused by the banks or governments.

A Brief
Synopsis

BULLIONBLOCK Protects
Against Economic Chaos –
provides an alternative option
to Global Banking Problems

PROBLEM

BullionBlock Financial Services

The incumbent Banking services are
costly, slow, and vulnerable to massive
losses via hacks and other threats to
centralized systems and exclude much of
the world’s population.

The digital borderless mobile
BullionBlock Smart Borderless
Wallet App is a simple and secure
decentralized Blockchain Solution
that improves efficiency in the way
people manage money, buy, sell and
pay bills – by providing banking as a
service aimed at empowering
unbanked and banked individuals,
and businesses around the world in
ways that the legacy banks have
failed to do so.

SOLUTION
Eleven years after the unregulated
derivatives market helped trigger a
global financial crisis, banks
continue to systematically evade
derivatives regulation, putting the
global economy at risk.

BULLIONBLOCK, in contrast, is delivering
a suite of inclusive financial technology
products that offer solutions to the
issues plaguing the current Banking and
monetary system.

PROBLEM –
MODERNIZATION OF LEGACY BANKS

The retail legacy banks worldwide face extinction unless they can replace their antiquated IT systems.
The costs of maintaining these legacy banking systems require an increasing level of IT spending
as a percentage of revenue – meaning, less budget to invest in innovation and updating IT.
By continuing to carry the old legacy banking technology into the new digital age, they are
creating serious risks for the consumer through the customer's bank account weaknesses.

The current centralized system of
banking and financial services
operate on the foundations of old,
outdated technology, that is slow,
unreliable, expensive, prone to
cyber-crime, and does not
process in real-time.

Technology systems at the core of most banks are old and outdated – dating back to the
1970s/80's – creating non-functional technology shortfalls known as "Technical Debt",
resulting in excessive maintenance costs, degraded business agility and pose strategic risks.
The current incomplete financial services market: An incomplete market exists when the
available level of supply is not enough to meet the needs and wants of consumers, i.e. only
a proportion of potential demand is met. There are over 2 billion people worldwide suffering
from financial exclusion; this figure includes the millions of people throughout the
developed first world nations, and the underbanked and unbanked emerging markets.

PROBLEM
BANKING & MONEY

The pillars of the global financial system are
fundamentally
unstable,
the
central
counterparts (CCPs) that clear derivatives are
vulnerable to failure, the dollar-centric
monetary system is inherently crisis-prone,
the increasing fragility of the banking system
and unsustainable debt levels – have all given
rise to the largest wave of global economic
and banking crises since the 1930s, where
usual policy tools will not help.
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Inflation is rising due to a decrease in the
purchasing power of fiat currency (paper money),
the printing of more paper money creates inflation
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Society is exposed to systemic financial risks from
government fiscal problems and bank debt ratios
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All too common is negligent and fraudulent asset
management by retail banks that affect the
monetary system and the economy
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Fiat currency is a failed store of value and has
seen crisis after crisis since the removal of the
Gold Standard in August 1971
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Unstable Interest-Rates, High Banking Fees and
Stubbornly Expensive Remittance Costs

PROBLEM
BANKING & MONEY
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As Central Banks continue to prop up the financial
system with massive monetary printing, the death
of paper money grows closer with each day.

02

The entire financial reporting structure of our
governments is specifically designed to support
and promote the fundamental lie that our fiat
currency system is sustainable.

03

Impending recession caused by centralized Banks
QE, low-interest rates and debt-backed currencies

Government systems have proven time and
time over again that they are incompetent
and inefficient bureaucracies often prone to
corruption.
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Implementing the blockchain technology
system will reduce the established corridors
of power and increase the efficiency
and transparency of government systems.
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An extreme example is the global financial crisis of
2008 (GFC), which started with the irresponsible
practices of banks. The governments supported
the banks by allowing them to lend risky loans and
create derivatives.
The current centralized systems hamper growth
creating financial exclusion.

BANKING & MONEY

SOLUTIONS
The decentralized BullionBlock WealthPreservation Fintech is powered by blockchain
technology offering secure, low-cost instant
digital payments and money transfers
improving the way people manage money.

Smart Borderless Wallet
with the option of a Bullion-backed
Wealth Preservation Wallet.
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BullionBlock offers a borderless mobile Wallet
facilitating the movement of currency anywhere
worldwide instantly, cheaply, and securely
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BullionBlock provides economic inclusion by
seamlessly enabling the financially excluded,
unbanked and underbanked to connect with
modern markets
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BullionBlock opens up previously inaccessible
customer bases and business opportunities for
SMEs, digital-nomads and entrepreneurs to
expand globally
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Crypto Mint provides enhanced stability to the
BULLIONBLOCK Payment Gateway, and together
they make-up the decentralized utility settlement
token – CMBB (Crypto-Mint BULLIONBLOCK) coin.

Inclusive FinTech Ecosystem

The BULLIONBLOCK ecosystem is an enterprise-level P2P community-led platform BullionBlock.World that
integrates with a multifaceted business model — comprised of three individual yet complementary decentralized
fintech businesses which operate through the BullionBlock Wallet System; the mobile Digital Financial Services
CashCrossBorders.com and BullionBlock.Cash Payment Gateway Platforms, and Digital Exchange (DEX)
CryptoMint.Exchange
We will achieve this by delivering scalable, low-cost customer-centric digital mobile financial services as
alternative option solutions to the legacy banks.
BULLIONBLOCK will operate two payment gateway services to the global market, namely the
CashCrossBorders.com brand on the licensed White-Label fintech platforms, and the BullionBlock.cash brand
which will offer the bullion-backed money-preservation Wallet account operating on the company fintech bullionblockchain platform.
Each business operates independently; this enables natural synergies, financial security and collective know-how
that is derived from operating across interdependent disciplines in the financial technology sectors.

Wallet – Fintech Platforms
Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holds 35 Different Currencies
Payment Tracking & SMS/Email Status
Notifications
Real-time Mid-Market Foreign Exchange
Currency Rates
Linked Debit Card for online and offline
transactions and worldwide ATM access
Real-time DEX
Multi-Currency Transaction History
Optional IBAN Account
Optional Virtual Local Accounts in the
UK, EU, USA
Saving & Budgeting Tools
QR Code
P2P & Community Features
Optional Bullion-backed Currency Wallet
Live 24/7 Customer Service

▪
▪
▪
➢

Global Remittance and Payment Network
No SWIFT deductions
Real-time Currency Exchange Rates
www.cashcrossborders.com

A fully decentralized multi-language
and multi-currency exchange
▪ Cryptocurrency trades with no limits
▪ Worldwide 24/7 live customer services
▪ Highly secure CCSS Security protocols
& SMS 2fa authentication
➢ www.cryptomint.exchange
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
➢

Global Digital P2P Payment Gateway
Borderless multi-currency platform
Bullion-backed
Blockchain-powered
www.bullionblock.cash

Banking Without Banks
➢

Smart Borderless Personal Wallet

➢

Smart Borderless Business Wallet

➢

Smart Borderless Bullion Wallet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Peer-To-Peer Transactions
Low-Cost Instant Remittance
Payment Gateway – Local & Global
Multi-Currency – Fiat & Crypto
Linked Physical & Virtual Debit Card
Global ATM Access
NFC & QR Code
24/7 Access From Anywhere On Any Device
iOS | Android – Mobile App & Web App

Encryption Security

Debit Card

NFC & QR

Wealth-Preservation
The BULLIONBLOCK digital financial services technology ecosystem is designed to reduce your costs, increase
your revenue and remove friction by delivering a lifestyle wealth-preservation product on a mobile platform
providing a better experience, in other words, a user-friendly electronic money wallet that inspires and meets the
individual needs of the digital age user.
Unlike traditional financial services, this platform is not tied to one specific government, country, currency or any
specific bank. Therefore, it is completely crisis-proof and conflict-free.
BULLIONBLOCK is a scalable digital payment ecosystem with its own utility settlement token named Crypto Mint
BullionBlock (CMBB Token).

The Wallet App is governed by the objectivity of decentralized blockchain technology and offers an optional
inflationary hedge backed with physical bullion reserves. People’s money should be tamper-proof, stable in value
– and that’s precisely what we plan to deliver.
The BullionBlock Smart Borderless Wallet Account App will offer a world-first Bullion-backed wealth-preservation
option (Smart Bullion Wallet) covering all major currencies, protecting the currency value against market volatility
and inflation.
The Smart Bullion Wallet simplifies the process of acquiring, holding and sharing physical gold and silver bullion,
allowing the user to take possession of the Wallet account balance backed bullion at any time.

Wallet System – Payment Gateway Platform

Banking Problems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Barriers and High Fees
Inefficient and Slow Transactions
Outdated IT Systems
Lack of Innovation
High Maintenance Costs
Low Customer Satisfaction
Moral Hazard
Create Financial Exclusion
Centralized and Opaque
Degraded Business Agility
Fail To Meet Digital Transformation
Unable To Provide Digital Banking
Customer needs

BullionBlock Solutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global Borderless Data Portability
Blockchain & AI FinTech Ecosystem
Digital Disruptive Innovation
Data-Intensive & Capital Light
Valued Personalized-Customer
Relationships
Community-Led Inclusive Platform
Decentralized & Transparent
H2H Global Business Model
Frictionless Unique-Value Propositions
Personalized Digital FinTech App
Experiences

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Money-Saving Low Fees
Integrity of Data & Services
Engaging & Interactive
End-To-End FinTech Services
Loyal Lifestyle Processes
H2H & P2P Payment Gateway
Real Privacy & Highly Secure
Convenient Fast Transactions
Seamless Access to Multi-Currencies
Trusted Wealth-Preservation
Easy, Smart Financial Empowerment
Frictionless Digital Financial Service

Key Target Markets

Global Remittance
Market

Global Mobile
Payments Market

Global Smart-Phone
Users Market

Global Financially
Excluded Market

Projected market to
exceed US$740 billion
by 2025

Expected to top
US$3 trillion value
by 2024

Forecasted to reach
5 billion users
by 2020

Currently over
2 billion people with
no Bank account

Market Opportunity – Remittance
•

•
•
•

•

In emerging markets, Asia remains at the forefront of digital transformation in payments as customers in major markets like
China, India, and Southeast Asia flock to wallets in place of cash and cards for making payments online and in-store
There is a large migrant population in Southeast Asia, with many of those individuals working in one country and remitting
money to their families in another
The number of international migrants worldwide has grown faster than the world's population. Due to this faster growth rate,
the share of migrants in the total population increased from 2.8 in 2000 to 3.4 percent in 2017
Remittance charges can be up to 10% of the transfer amount. As a result, there is a significant demand for low-cost money
transfer services with mobile banking, mobile wallets, and mobile payment apps now seeing significant adoption
Only 27 percent of people living in Southeast Asia have a traditional bank account – although everyone has a Smart-Phone,
this leaves a huge gap in banking penetration with around 438 million unbanked people

Digital Cross-border Remittance Market Continues Growing

International Migration is Increasing

Incomplete Financial Market & High Unbanked Proportion

Target Markets – Key Stats

ASIA
•

APAC countries are dominating the global
uptake of digital wallets and mobile POS
payments

•

Digital Wallets and Debit Cards will overtake
Credit Card and cash usage

•

According to a recent report by DHL, the
majority of South East Asia’s 658 million
people do not own a legacy bank account

•

Southeast Asia is one of the most rapidly
developing regions in the world with projected
economic growth rates averaging 5.1 percent

Target Markets – Key Stats
EUROPE
•

The European Economic Area is home to some
of the most cashless societies on the planet
with mobile payment adoption increasing

•

Denmark is leading the market with a 60%
Mobile Payments adoption rate

•

68% of Europeans use Digital Wallets, with 77%
of those using Mobile Banking and or Mobile
Payments

•

92% of Millennials are expected to use Mobile
Payments by 2020

•

Mobile Payments in the UK is growing 328%
year-on-year with Digital Payments making up
almost 80% of all transactions

Market Opportunity – Mobile Payments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile payments are the future as we move towards a cashless society, in some markets, cash is already a thing of the past
The digital payments ecosystem is booming around the globe, non-cash transactions driven by increased card penetration, broader
access to smartphones, the internet and more access to payments infrastructure
The forecast for global use of Mobile Payments is set to increase and surpass Credit Cards and Cash rapidly
The use of mobile payments is set to continue its inexorable rise and become the second most common payment method after
Debit Cards by 2022
More markets in the mobile payments space will continue to open up and grow as more countries develop digital payments
ecosystems
Emerging Asia is expected to witness a huge CAGR of 28.8% from 2016–21, driven by the adoption of mobile payments and
financial inclusion initiatives

Market Value – Mobile Payments

Medium

•

According to a Mordor Intelligence report the mobile payments
market was valued at US$897.68 billion in 2018 and is expected
to reach a value of over US$3.6 trillion by 2024

•

Over the period 2017 to 2023 digital payments in Asia will exhibit
35.5% CAGR

•

Retail stores and services worldwide are rapidly adopting Mobile
Payment solutions

•

Smartphone technological advancement has enabled on-the-go
fund transfer and POS at retail terminals

•

On the 18th March 2019, the People’s Bank of China Reported
that mobile payment services in China have skyrocketed with
total transactions reaching $41.50 trillion in 2018

High

Low Medium

Mobile Payments – Key Stats
01
02
03

The e-commerce industry is in a boom phase, thanks to
increasing numbers of mobile devices and high-speed
cellular networks.
Data analysis tools and big data analytics are helping
vendors to customize their offerings, increasing the
possibility of sales.
Weekly more than 25% of consumers make purchases via
mobile devices, with most of these purchases made from
retailers’ App or Websites.

04

With the increasing number of omnichannel vendors all
over the world and specifically in Asia-Pacific countries,
such as India and China, this scenario is expected to
boost further the mobile payments market.
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The US$200 billion digital payments market in India is
expected to reach over US$1 trillion by 2023.
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China’s mobile payments market worth US$1.7 trillion in
2017 is roughly 35 times the size of America’s US$49
billion markets.
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Asia-Pacific to Offer New Opportunities in the Mobile
Payments Market.

08

Driven growth in APAC will comprise 40% of global
transactions by 2024.
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The Asia-Pacific is increasingly adopting electronic
payment models with Hong Kong and Singapore
becoming global fintech hubs.
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Countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, India, Japan, China,
and Australia, are providing stable ecosystems for the
continued growth of the mobile payment market.

11

As the US continues to abandon cash interest in mobile
payment solutions are steadily increasing and by 2024 will
comprise 44% of the US$1.9 trillion e-commerce market
and 68% of the US$760 billion P2P payments market.
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Hunger for Mobile Payment Solutions is on the way up
with 51% of people considering using the technology.

13

The world's top 10 mobile payments adopters are in eight
Asian markets including Indonesia, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand and the Philippines.

Technology Opportunity – Smart Phones

Smartphone Usage & Ownership is
Growing Fast
With the size of the global economy
rapidly increasing, smartphones have
become part of everyday life for most
people as has the internet. This
increased penetration of smartphones
and internet use is driving the growth of
the global mobile payment market.
A report by ResearchMarkets.com has
concluded that the global Mobile Wallet
market will be worth over US$9 trillion
by 2026.

Technology Opportunity – Blockchain

Future Blockchain Technology Market
Revenue-pool is Huge
The future promises to be big for fintech
with significant developments ranging
from the rapid rise of open banking
increased
regulatory
clarity
and
maturation of AI and blockchain.
According to a Markets and Markets
report, the blockchain market is expected
to grow from US$1.2 billion in 2018 to
US$23.3 billion by 2023, an impressive
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
80.2% during 2018–2023.

Political and Regulatory Opportunities

Europe
EU PSD2 directive and
open-banking regulations
created highly lucrative
global scale opportunities
in the finance sector.

Hong Kong

Singapore

Globally governments are introducing Open Banking
initiatives, along with updating their national internet
infrastructures and encouraging banks to rebuild and
expand their infrastructures to enable safe and secure
mobile payments in rural areas.
This is further creating huge opportunities for Fintech
companies and Mobile Payment vendors.

The Monetary Authority of
Singapore (MAS) has
launched a Fintech test
Sandbox, establishing a
favorable and supportive
fintech environment.

The leading fintech city released a
new Virtual Banking license and
Open API Framework, which has
attracted more foreign start-ups
and investors.

Australia
Open Banking framework
starts on February 2020
and is set to shake-up the
industry with fintechs
entering the market.

Roadmap | Licensing
Category: Stored Value Facilities License – SVF

We are currently registered with AUSTRAC in Australia.
The company will register as a Money Services Business
per License conditions in all jurisdictions of operations
(USA FinCEN, Singapore MAS, UK HMRC and FCS,
Canada FINTRAC, Hong Kong CCE, the Caymans CIMA).

Category: E-money Institute License – EMI
An Electronic Money Institution (EMI) is
defined as “a financial institution that has
been licensed and authorized to issue
electronic money or that holds an equivalent
authorization in another country in terms of
the Electronic Money Directive to issue
electronic money”. EMI have right to passport
into other EU countries either through the
establishment of a branch or remotely.

The SVF license refers to those “e-wallet” payment
products or services for payments or transfers,
with a stored value functionality.
Category: Financial Services License – AFS
The AFS license authorizes licensees to:
- provide financial product advice to clients;
- deal in a financial product;
- make a market for a financial product;
- operate a registered scheme;
- provide a custodial or depository service
Category: Banking License – “B” Unrestricted

This license enables the holder to carry on
unrestricted banking business anywhere in
the world from Cayman.
Our USA and UK White-label Partner
Agreements include Licensing

Milestones – Progress to Date

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporated in Wyoming USA, UK, Hong Kong and Singapore – currently Incorporating in Australia
Partnerships Established – Mining & Metals, A.I. Technology, Financial Sector
Domain names and Websites – Technology Infrastructure Plan
Solid Business Plan – Financial Services, Technology Products
Legal & Tax Structure – Multi-Jurisdiction Corporate Strategy
Implementation Plan – Business Operations Rollout, PR, Marketing, Go-To-Market Strategic Plan
Financial Plan – Budgets, Forecast Models, Projections
Passionate Core Team – Business Setup Founders
Committed Business Advisory Board – Mining, Banking, Financial and Technology
BaaS & SaaS White-Label Remittance & Debit Card Partner Agreements – USA, EU, HK/China
Management of Money Transfer Operation Agreement – Covering Over 50 Counties
Fintech Blockchain Payment Platform and Wallet Technology System – Market Ready
Digital Customer-Bank Account Wallet System Products (White-Label) – Market Ready
Patent, IP & Trademark – Process Ready to commence
USA, HK, Australia, Caymans License Applications (MTL, Bit, MSO, AFS, “B” Banking) – Ready to Process
USA & EU License Sponsorship – Agreements in place with Fintech and Remittance Partners

Founding Team
Meng Ngy
Khov

Our core team consists of experts
who have extensive experience in IT,
marketing, blockchain technology,
business, and entrepreneurship.

Waleed
Raza

Ilias
Bafas

Michael
Haykal

Mark
Propp

Ciprian
Popa

Richard
Stanger

Dr. Sindhu
Bhaskar

Dr. Wally
Xu

Ashley
Ward

Our people are also veterans in the
traditional finance and mining
sectors, management and banking.

Marketing Launch
We will launch in Asia from Hong Kong, and in the EU/EEA from Malta and the U.K. with
several strategic NPS PR and advertising campaigns (online and offline) to explain the issue
of the financial sectors hidden fees and the services we offer.
This will promote the BullionBlock Wallet App and build trust for our platform at the same
time – creating exponential growth.
The launch plan will consist of actionable data-driven content marketing strategies.
Our financial service business model starts with the customer in mind and incorporates them
throughout the process, thus creating and elevating a new level of customer experience.
A key reason why the sharing economy has grown and will continue to grow to epic
proportions is that it’s built on trust and transparency.
We plan to engage specialized boutique agencies to help with customer profiling, buyer
personas, and market segmentation in the early stages before launch – it will clarify
messaging and save on ad expenditure.

Go-To-Market Strategy

01

Our initial key objectives are to educate potential users
of our identified target markets through effective
content marketing strategies to build the reputation of
the company brand as an expert.

02

The BullionBlock Smart Borderless Wallet Account App
is a "Must-Have Lifestyle" personal and business
financial management assistant.

03

04

We will achieve this through relevant and actionable
Customized, Personalized Content Marketing Plan that
shows the company is looking after the customers’
interests. By having access to analytics and metrics, we
can use them to get the best results.
The BullionBlock Smart Borderless Wallet Account App
and the CashCrossBorders.com Payment Gateway
provide Banking-as-a-Service (BaaS).

05

Our objective is to create a strong net promoter score
(NPS), to increase the virality of every customer to
translate an experience that our target-market didn’t
believe was previously possible, as this produces that
massive growth we are aiming to achieve from our
strategic go-to-market launch plan.

06

The following stats provide a compelling example:
➢ Year-over-year growth in unique site traffic is almost
8x higher for content marketing (19.7%) vs.
followers (2.5%). (Source: Aberdeen)
➢ Content marketing costs nearly 2/3 (62%) less than
traditional marketing and generates about three
times more sales leads. (Source: Demand Metric)
➢ Content marketing adopters see conversion rates
that are 6x higher (2.9%) than non-adopters who see
adoption rates on average of around 0.5%.

Customer Acquisition

We have based our customer acquisition predictions for the
first six years of operation on various fintech start-up’s such
as, but not limited to, Airwallex, TransferWise and Revolut’s
three-year growth rates as a base standard.
Our calculations considered the following:
➢ The infancy of BULLIONBLOCK
➢ Lack of brand awareness of BULLIONBLOCK

Key Objectives

01

Establish trust and credibility (a key challenge
for any new financial services brand)

02

Educate the market as quickly and cost-effectively
as possible

03

Get people talking about – and evangelizing for –
our Fintech brand; Leverage Online Supporters,
Sponsorship of Events & Conferences

04

Build a ‘flywheel’ of customer acquisition that
generates sales and revenue growth

➢ Proof of concept
➢ New digital global payment gateway Wallet
solution in a relatively new market
We offer the following example, Revolut was acquiring over
3,500 users every single day as reported in 2017; we applied
a 50-70% reduction in our customer acquisition annual
growth models over the period between 2020 to 2025.

05

Actionable, Data-Driven Digital Content Marketing
Strategy that will consist of, but not limited to,
knowledgebase articles, Infographics, Explainer
Videos

Financial Model
Our Revenue model is linked to the global remittance market and mobile payments market.
BULLIONBLOCK is expected to be profitable within five years — it will start to generate free cash flow by 2023.
Compounded annualized growth rate of the remittance market for the 6-year period from 2012 to 2018 has been 3.85%
and it stood at around US$689 Billion in 2018, as per World Bank Data.

Cross-Border global remittances were US$549 Billion in year 2012, the highest inflows have been in East Asia and highest
growth in South Asia according reports from the Word Bank (April 2018 Report).
The global remittance industry is projected to grow to US$898 Billion by year 2025, and we aim to capture between 3 to
5% market share by that time.
Market share is multiplied with transaction charges of 0.6% to derive our revenue.
Our other key market is Mobile POS payments for our fintech business. As per Statista.com, the market is expected to
grow at annual rate of 30% and reach $2,137 Billion in volume by year 2023.

We project it to cross $3600 Billion by year 2025. Our aim is to get 0.75% market share of that volume by year 2025.
Market share is multiplied by the transaction charges of 1% to project the revenue from mobile payments.

Our financial strategy will revolve around the following principles:
• Our financial structure is to maintain a gearing/leverage ratio under 50% so that our financial risk remains low
• In order to maintain the main beneficiaries of the long-term business growth, our plan is for the finance of our long-term assets to
obtain long term sources of finance in the equity
• Short term assets will be financed by short term borrowings only if needed
• Current ratio will be maintained around 2 to have enough short-term liquidity so that unnecessary risks are avoided
Our forecasting is solely on our future predicted remittance revenue target for the purpose of estimating how the business will perform in
the worst-case scenario. This objective shows how the start-up investment will yield revenue in excess of US$800 million by 2025 while
maintaining adequate levels of liquidity.
Our cash-flow analysis demonstrates the company's ability to maintain healthy liquidity and generate positive cash flow with sufficient
cash reserves for unforeseen future events.

Financial Projections 2020-2025
The following Financial projections are based on the target objectives of the Business Plan:
• To process between 3 to 5% of the global cross-border remittances market
• To achieve 0.75% market share of mobile payments
• To achieve a net profit margin of 7%-8%
• To become profitable and achieve ROI of 5%
• To have a gearing/leverage ratio around 50%
• To have a current ratio in the excess of 2 for sustainable operation
As our financial projections are based on the global cross-border remittance market and mobile Payments market, the financial plan
incorporates the industry characteristics.

Growth Assumptions
REVENUE FORECAST
•

Growth is expected to scale exponentially, and the
company valuation will increase. The marketplace is
expanding with high global growth potential; our
business model has a first-mover advantage with no
exact comparable competitors offering decentralized
bullion-backed currency Wallet App

•

Our Revenue model is linked to the global remittance
market

•

Compounded annualized growth rate of the market for
the 6 years from 2012 to 2018 has been 3.85% and it
stood at around US$689 billion in 2018, as per World
Bank Data

•

The global remittance industry is projected to grow to
US$898 Billion by year 2025, and we aim to capture
between 3% to 5% market share by that time

•

Market share multiplied with transaction charges of 1%
to derive our revenue. We project ancillary revenue to be
3% of this remittance revenue

1%

Remittance
Revenue Fee

$800 +
Million
USD

7%-8%

Projected Annual
Gross Revenue
By 2025

Projected Net
Profit Margin
By 2023

REVENUE STREAMS
•
•
•
•
•

Debit Card Fees
Cryptocurrency Exchange Fees
Payment Gateway BaaS (Mobile Payments)
Remittance
Bullion Wallet Accounts

Exit Strategy
BULLIONBLOCK will have multiple exit opportunities that will result in a high ROI
through IPO, Bond-backed STO, or Merger and Acquisition.
Highly Viable M&A Prospect

Projected Gross Revenue - 2025
Multiple
Buyers
Possible

$600

Million USD

$400

Clear fit into
financial institutions
and competitor’s
product portfolios

Competitive
Bidding

Hong Kong IPO
Depending on user base
IPO
Considerations expansion success and
consideration of M&A

$200

High
Standalone
Potential

STO

$0
Remittance

Mobile payments

Core Revenue Streams

D-REG
Consideration

Optional hybrid fund
raising comprised of
public crowd sales and
private sale campaigns

Bond-backed
STO

Recognitions

BULLIONBLOCK fintech
project was selected as a
partner by the Future of
Humanity in service to the
Solutions for the United
Nation Global Goals for
Sustainable Development.
Showcased at the "Futures
Lounge, Davos 2019".

Selected by the Silicon
Review as the only start-up in
the annual listing of the
"Top 10 Best IT Service
Companies of 2019", that
celebrates their highly valued
products/services, and
creating a positive impact on
the IT Services market.

- January 2019, Davos

- March 2019, New Jersey

Featured as one of the "Top
10 Most Convenient Digital
Wallets to Watch in 2019", for
BullionBlock Wallet's unique
and convenient features by
APAC Business Headlines.

Recognition of the
company’s diversity policy
and welcomed by "HM
Treasury Women in Finance
Charter" as the first and only
non-UK financial company
signatory member.

- August 2019, Singapore
- November 2018, UK

A Future Without Banks
Move money across borders between any currency for
a fraction of the price you’re currently paying today!

www.bullionblock.money
“Sophisticated Disruptive Digital FinTech Solutions"
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